
Your Name:              Date:     
 
Title of reading piece or book where the word appears: `     
Sentence the word appears in with the page #. Underline the vocabulary word:  
       
Definition of the word: 
Part of speech for the word: 
    
Generate words along the continuum. You need at least five words in your continuum. The word on the left should be opposite the word on the 

right. Examine the different connotative meanings of words you are reading or related to ideas in your reading. The purpose of the linear array is 

to help you see the subtle differences between words and to help you develop your language sense. Loyal, for example, is different from faithful 

or dependable—related, but not the same. This continuum of probability allows you to show how a character might act, for example. 

Part 1: The Continuum. Directions: The idea is to show distinct gradations of meaning from left to right. When making your own word array, 

erase the words in the arrows and put your own words in. 

 

Part 2: Uses for the word: Pick three words you used on your continuum, one from the middle and one from either end.  Explain what context 

the word was or might be used and by whom to describe the character, scene, theme or incident in your reading. Context for use, beginning 

word: explain here 

Context for use, middle word: explain here 

Context for use, end word: explain here 

Resources:  

Ninja Words a really fast dictionary, VisuWords: an online graphic dictionary, Thesaurus, Visual Thesaurus: a visual map of related words, Word Spy: The 

word lover’s guide to unusual words, Word Links ,   Digital Flashcards: make and find online flash cards to help you study vocabulary words. 

1. cold 2.apathetic 3. reserved 4. friendly 6. ardent 

http://ninjawords.com/
http://www.visuwords.com/
http://thesaurus.reference.com/
http://www.visualthesaurus.com/
http://www.wordspy.com/
http://www.worldwidewords.org/wordlinks.htm
http://www.proprofs.com/flashcards/

